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ABSTRACT – This integrative review synthesizes convergent qualitative and quantitative data about the research on systemic psychology in Latin America, in populations without diagnosed morbidity. Eligibility criteria followed PRISMA and PICO protocols. The quality of studies was evaluated with CASP, and the synthesis method was the triangulation of methods and data. With the results from the article content analysis by means of word clouds, it was possible to contrast keywords with emerging categories and to develop a meta-synthesis, including a meta-model of the research on systemic psychology. The search was restricted to Pepsic and Web of Science databases, with a narrow focus on the theme. As the theme is inherently interdisciplinary, potential relevant studies might not have been included.
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Fazendo pesquisa em psicologia sistêmica na América Latina: Uma revisão integrativa com triangulação de métodos e dados

RESUMO – Esta revisão integrativa sintetiza dados qualitativos e quantitativos convergentes sobre a pesquisa em psicologia sistêmica na América Latina, em populações sem morbidade diagnosticada. Os critérios de elegibilidade seguiram os protocolos PRISMA e PICO. A qualidade dos estudos foi avaliada com o CASP, e o método de síntese foi a triangulação de métodos e dados. Como resultados, a partir da análise de conteúdo dos artigos por meio da nuvem de palavras, foi possível contrastar palavras-chave com categorias emergentes e desenvolver uma meta-síntese, incluindo um meta-modelo da pesquisa em psicologia sistêmica. A busca restringiu-se às bases Pepsic e Web of Science, com foco estreito no tema. Como o tema é inerentemente interdisciplinar, estudos potencialmente relevantes podem não ter sido incluídos.

Palavras-chave: psicologia sistêmica, triangulação, meta-modelo estrutural, revisão integrativa.

The systemic approach in psychology, called systemic psychology, has its roots in family therapy. Unlike other approaches, systemic was introduced in psychology, in the 1950, mainly by professionals dissatisfied with results from clinical practice, and only later was it systematized by the Academia (Celestino & Bucher-Maluschke, 2015).

Developed mainly based on general systems theory (Von Bertalanffy, 1967, 1968, 1972) and inspired by cybernetic theory (Wiener, 1948), systemic psychology has deep interdisciplinary roots. The origins of systemic thinking and the associated systemic epistemologies have been revised and reported in Latin America literature (Costa, 2010; Gomes, Bolze, Bueno, & Crepaldi, 2014; Melo & Ribeiro, 2016; Tinajero & Páramo, 2012). Systemic thinking is considered an epistemological paradigm (Vasconcellos, 2003, 2004).

In relation to systemic psychology, it can be assumed that there was a decisive breakthrough of this approach in abandoning the vision of the mind as an object, and understanding it as a process (Capra & Luigi, 2014). This new concept of mental process (Bateson, 1972) evolved into a systemic perspective, which has been incorporated in contemporaneous theories of cognition (H. R. Maturana & Varela, 1980, 2001; Varela, Maturana, & Uribe, 1974).

From then on, not only the behavior of biological systems, but also of the social systems of living beings ceases to be limited to a cybernetic self-regulation, and is associated with the autopoiesis (Cadenas & Arnold, 2015; H. Maturana, 2015). The autopoiesis (self-generation and self-organization of living networks) is expressed in continuous processes of structural changes in response to the environment, with adaptation and learning, but with the preservation of a standard organization (Capra & Luigi, 2014).

In systemic psychology, the focus is on communication and, therefore, on language. Despite its fuzzy origins, in practice, systemic psychology also received a strong influence of social post-structuralism. During the second half of the twentieth century, social theory achieved success in the integration of social structure and human action (agency), through the analysis and interpretation of meanings (Giddens, 1976, 1977).

Thus, in post-modernity, reflective character prevails in the choices between convictions inherited from the past and new social forms (Luvizotto, 2013). On the one hand, in a “duality of structures” (Giddens, 1976, 1977), thought and language are limited by social structures, which provide interaction and are reproduced for these interactions. At the
same time, agency is not in discrete acts, but in a continuous stream of conduct (Capra & Luigi, 2014).

Therefore, in an extended systemic approach to social theory, meanings represent reflective expressions. Full understanding of social phenomena, through systemic theory, requires the integration of four elements: processes, language, structures, and meanings. Society is conceived as a macro-system of network-interconnected social systems, which are based on a dialectic between social structures and human actors (Fuchs & Hofkirchner, 2009). The structure of a social system consists of everyday social behaviors and relationships that are continuously reproduced.

In addition to being emergent, this approach is dialectical because it conceives social systems as an interconnection of human actors and social structures, and this dialectic of structures is expressed in the habitus (Bourdieu, 1967). The habitus manifests itself in macro-micro connections between social structure and agency (Vaughan, 2002). In general, similarities in the structure and in the decision-making patterns in natural setting are observed in relation to: complexity (interconnected layers of structure, culture, and cognition); institutional processes (persistence and variation); and habitus (dispositions system, acquired through experience).

In this extended systemic approach of social theory, the main way to transfer knowledge from one discipline to another occurs through interdisciplinarity, which raises the discussion about social languages employed in specific contexts for the production of knowledge. These “social languages” are forms of speech organization from different areas of knowledge, which are associated with different segments of civil society and academics. Each language is associated with the typical discourse of these social segments, that is, the relatively stable types of statements, which direct the permanence of the discourse at a given location and historical time. It is important to understand that these languages are organizing the production of interdisciplinary knowledge (Spink, Reigota, & Martins, 2014).

At the global research level, a confluence of ideas and similarities between systemic thinking and critical realism (Bhaskar, 2008) is observed. Systemic thinking and its concepts are at the heart of critical realism, at the same time that critical realism can provide a philosophical base for systemic thinking (Mingers, 2014). Critical realism incorporates the understanding of multiple causal trends, interacting from genetics to discourse, in an interdisciplinary and integrative approach to science. Thus, a bridge is built between structuralism and post-structuralism in critical realism, potentializing systemic psychology to become an unified field (Pocock, 2015).

From systemic psychology perspective, the implementation of formal thinking (even reflexive) and of dialogical methods is not sufficient for two critical tasks, which are, to understand the larger whole and to appreciate other points of view. Theory and techniques need to go beyond and to access other ways of knowledge, reached by experimental, practical, or symbolic means. Therefore, systemic thinking and intervention are necessary to allow the incorporation of marginalized people and things affected by an intervention, but which do not have a voice, such as ecosystems and future generations (Rajagopalan & Midgley, 2015).

In family therapy and systemic psychology, as the volume of literature grows, the challenges to determine what is already known and what is still not known about family and health only increase. Different studies address similar topics, but often from distinct conceptual perspectives, using different measures of the same variables and obtaining conflicting results. In this context, it is much easier to assess critically the results of a single study than to reach conclusions based on findings from multiple studies. Despite this, the practice of systemic psychology based on evidence depends upon research synthesis, performed based on explicit, valid, and reliable methods (Knafl, 2015).

Starting from the hypothesis that systemic psychology research occurs in this interdisciplinary context. Thus the question: how does systemic psychology in Latin America fit into the larger context of scientific psychology? The aim of this study is an integrative review with methods and data triangulation, to synthesize and discuss the knowledge available in the scientific literature about systemic psychology research in Latin America, in populations without diagnosed morbidity.

In particular, it is intended to contribute in two literature gaps: 1) the need to discuss if systemic psychology in Latin America is similar or not to global research; and 2) the opportunity to develop methodologies to integrate different research methods in psychology. For the research integrative synthesis, it is here explored the triangulation of methods and data. Only triangulation provides a systemic view of the phenomenon, in which “the whole is larger than the sum of the parts”, amplifying validity of findings and allowing the evaluation of its convergence, complementarity, or dissonance (Tonkin-Crine et al., 2016).

This article is divided into five sections: first this introduction provides a summary of knowledge in psychology and the context of the research; the second section presents the methodology employed, especially the triangulation technique as a tool for knowledge generation; third is the results; followed by a discussion of the literature in the fourth section; and the final considerations are in the fifth and final section.

**Methods**

The survey was of documentary type, conducted in Brasilia, DF, Brazil, in January 2016. The Electronic journals in psychology (Pepsic) and the Web of Science (WoS) databases were consulted. The rationale for the choice of those databases is their relevance to the study. Pepsic is an open source for visibility of psychological and scientific knowledge generated in the countries of Latin America. On the other hand, the WoS database has international coverage and includes the database of the Scientific Electronic Library Online (Scielo), which is also an open source of Latin American psychological knowledge and scientific references.

This study is an integrative review, in which analyses extrapolating the synthesis of primary results are performed, encompassing other research dimensions, with the potentiality...
to develop new theories and research problems (Soares et al., 2014). Findings from qualitative, quantitative, and mixed studies are integrated in the convergent research synthesis.

For the review work, PRISMA (preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses) protocol was adopted. PRISMA consists of a checklist with 27 items and a flow diagram in four phases (Liberati et al., 2009). When applying PRISMA, the PICO (population, intervention, comparison, and outcome) standard was used.

Thus, the methodology of this study involves a narrow focus in the following research question: how does the term sistemica, associated with the target population, occur in scientific articles, in the selected databases? Data extraction consisted of a comprehensive search, without duplication of data in the selection of studies. The two data sources already mentioned were used. In the WoS database, only publications within the social sciences, in the areas of research in psychology and/or family studies, were considered.

The inclusion criteria was only scientific articles (quantitative, qualitative, and/or mixed studies), containing the term sistemica in the title, abstract, or keywords, published between 2014-2015, in the selected databases, in Portuguese, Spanish, or English languages.

As exclusion criteria, based on PICO, from the analysis of titles, abstracts, and keywords, studies with populations that have diagnosed morbidity (physiological or psychosomatic pathologies) were excluded. This exclusion is justified because this study is part of research applied to work and organizational environments. Other exclusion criteria were: studies that focused on hospital and/or in-patient environments (patient or caregiver populations); studies of other areas of knowledge not directly related to systemic psychology; and articles in languages other than those cited. Editorials, cases reports, theses, dissertations, and book chapters were not considered.

In this research, the quality of the work included was insured to avoid the risk of bias by individual studies, using four filters: 1) articles already screened by editorial filter; 2) articles published within the last five years; 3) critical evaluation of the included sources by CASP – Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (www.casp-uk.net); and 4) methods and data triangulation.

After the search and selection of articles, based on the defined inclusion and exclusion criteria, the articles were read in their entirety, with the goal of codification. Through the individualized assessment of each article based on CASP checklists, it was possible to determine new exclusions, which did not score sufficiently in the judges' opinion.

All the search, selection, and coding procedures of the scientific articles were conducted by two independent judges, in this case the two authors, with repetition of the process at least twice. The first author evaluated exhaustively all the selected items and coded them by filling out a digital spreadsheet from the defined criteria (Table 1). Then, the second author repeated the process by sampling. At the end, agreement and consensus on the findings were sought.

Adopting the “best fit” search approach (Carroll, Booth, Leaviss, & Rick, 2013), a method and data triangulation was performed for the qualitative synthesis in this integrative review. The proposed triangulation technique (Flick, 1992, 2014) aims to search, identify, select, evaluate, and summarize data from scientific articles by pre-defined criteria and emergent categories. The innovation of the proposed procedure is the identification of emergent categories, by means of the comparison among theoretical constructs, keywords declared by the authors, and the most frequent words identified in the articles analyzed (obtained through word clouds).

This triangulation allowed an integrated analysis of articles with different designs (qualitative, quantitative, and mixed). Unlike a traditional script for a systematic review, a qualitative method of content analysis is primarily employed (Flick, 2014), to construct a meta-synthesis of the findings. In addition, the study seeks to map a meta-model to understand the relationships among the key concepts of systemic psychology.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Authors, year, and journal</td>
<td>Name(s) of author(s) of article, year, and publication journal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>Research descriptors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title and Objective</td>
<td>Title and general objective of the article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Study design used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population (P)</td>
<td>Study population, with brief biodemographic description.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention/Effect (I)</td>
<td>Instruments utilized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (C)</td>
<td>Control groups included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome (O)</td>
<td>Brief description of main results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical appraisal</td>
<td>Study quality evaluation based on CASP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Emerging Categories          | Word cloud, with 10 (ten) most frequent terms.     |
The content analysis (Bazeley & Jackson, 2013; Flick, 2014) was carried out with support of computational tool NVIVO 11. In the generation of word clouds, each of the sources was selected individually, from which the 10 most frequent words were searched, with at least four letters, considering radical coincidences. In addition, some common words were excluded as prohibited and not accounted for, such as pronouns, adverbs, numerals, and the name of the authors, except when these were deemed especially relevant.

With the triangulation and content analysis previously described, the categories for coding of articles were obtained. Initially, an open coding methodology (Flick, 2014) was employed, quantifying coded sources by categories. This phase was initiated with a coding from the text search of the categories, obtaining quantification by word and by source. In sequence, it was necessary to revise this coding in each selected source (article), in order to clean erroneous or repeated coding (e.g., reference titles, journal names, glossary), as well as to add coding of words or parts of text not captured by the semi-automatic coding (search by categories).

After identifying an expressive number of categories with open coding (data saturation), the next step was to refine and develop the relationship between the categories through axial coding (Flick, 2014). And the final step was selective coding, by means of which the researcher draws up or formulates a “history of her/his data” (Flick, 2014), with the establishment of a mental map expressed in a meta-model, described from the categories which it is composed of. Lastly, the categories could be semantically and/or semiotically analyzed for synonyms, metaphors, and/or metonymies.

Results

Each of the studies identified in the search conducted had its title and abstract read for the selection of those that should be included in this integrative review. This reading resulted in 17 preselected articles, which were read in full, resulting in the exclusion of nine of them that were judged of insufficient quality based on CASP. Among the 8 (eight) selected studies, Latin American researchers did not publish two of them; however, they include a Spanish language abstract containing the term “sistemica”. Thus, it was decided to keep all of the studies, also for the purpose of contrasting the findings. The details about included and excluded studies based on PRISMA are presented at the appendix.

The results found no prevalent study design, with four quantitative, three qualitative, and one mixed study. The structural equation model stands out among the quantitative methods, and intervention research and case studies among the qualitative. It is worth mentioning that only one of the quantitative studies was characterized as longitudinal, with a follow-up about three to five months after the intervention, with results maintained.

The participants encompassed a wide diversity in terms of age, sex, and gender. Sample size also varied immensely, from qualitative studies with less than ten participants or a few families, to quantitative studies with 701 participants, or up to 2,500 families. The instruments employed included more than a dozen different psychometric scales. The outcome variables of the studies (primary result or dependent variable) were primarily a measure of therapy effectiveness, and some measures of constructs.

The results of the open coding with NVIVO tool are presented at figure 1. From the 22 categories present in the coding, four of them were suppressed before the continuation of the process (“work”, because of its excessive generality and scope of meanings, and the three other categories which were coded in only one article).

The main themes relevant to the analysis of the results of the selected articles deal with the 18 concepts retained. The articles included were coded in relation to the 18 key-concepts, and the words and articles were quantified by key concept. Next, the relationship among categories was identified. Figure 2 presents the final result of the coding according to the five quadrants (phenomenon, causes, context, strategies, and consequences), after the incorporation of the structure-process-language-meanings model, and the contextualization of the main processes: habitus (self-regulation) and autopoiesis (self-organization).

Once the mental map of the meta-model (Figure 2) was established, the description of the key concepts of which it is composed of was conducted, as well as its attributes, based on semantic analysis. The coded categories were semantically analyzed and classified based on Portuguese language dictionaries (Azevedo, 2010; Ferreira, 1988). In the following text, the attributes are included in parentheses, after mentioning the related key concept.

The proposed meta-model includes a hypothesis of causality of factors (cause, parts, or components) in relation to the phenomenon. The phenomenon is modeled and described by means of: a) a structure, its organization, and agency (shape and arrangement, regularity and continuity, power in action); b) adjustment processes (conformity, accordance, self-regulation, habitus) and change (movement, replacement, variety, volitional action, tergiversation, volitional design, self-organization, autopoiesis); and c) the language of the context, including the family (ancestry and posterity, collective class, inbreeding), the community (identity), network support (assistance and cooperation, obedience, correspondence, difficulty), control (restfulness, power, restriction), and intervention (interjection, insertion, mediation).

The interaction of these components have different meanings and consequences, which can be observed indirectly from the measured behavior, through several scales, with different outcome variables (effect), and/or inventories (volition with reference to society, manifested in possession or property). Only six of the emerging key concepts of this review are not explicit in the meta-model: institutional sheltering, trust of employees, drugs, psychological empowerment, sexual orientation, and outreach. All can be considered examples of phenomena typically modeled by means of systemic psychology, for which the model can be applied.
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Figure 1. Results of open coding (categories and word cloud)

Figure 2. Meta-model of systemic psychology
Discussion

From an evaluation of the methodological quality of systematic reviews published by Brazilian psychology journals, based on the instrument AMSTAR – Assessment of Multiple Systematic Reviews (http://amstar.ca/), no improvement was noted in the 2001-2012 period. This finding reinforces a need for standardization and adoption of guidelines by journals and authors aiming to enhance the quality of systematic reviews in Brazil (Zoltowski, Costa, Teixeira, & Koller, 2014).

Despite the reasonable consensus that knowledge synthesis is a critical factor for practice, research, and policy improvement, it is still a challenging process to synthesize knowledge from a set of frequently heterogeneous studies. Thus, it is necessary to decide adequately which type of systematic review to conduct, considering that the most recent improvements and guidelines (protocols) to build knowledge synthesis and to report findings continuously enhance quality, scope, and applicability of the results (Whittemore, Chao, Jang, Minges, & Park, 2014).

Certainly, a relevant aspect for the quality of knowledge synthesis is the role of critical appraisal of studies to be included in systematic reviews, though it is still questioned whether a critical appraisal can or should be used to exclude studies. However, it was already observed that the exclusion of studies considered inadequate does not affect the results in systematic reviews and that there is a correlation between the assessed quality of a study and its importance for the final synthesis (Carroll, Booth, & Lloyd-Jones, 2012).

Generally, the exclusion of studies with inadequate quality is recommended, which was performed here based on CASP. Moreover, the format of more recent studies favors quality assessment, so inclusion of only studies published in the last five years was considered a quality threshold.

Another relevant aspect for synthesis quality is the fact that current empirical studies combine methods in a more diverse and innovative manner. A diversity is observed in the literature about the combination or integration of techniques to collect, synthesize, and analyze data, from multiple perspectives (Small, 2011). Although the research with mixed methods is not a novelty, an important contribution of the recent movement in favor of mixed methods has been the reintroduction of the discussion about how natural it is to creatively combine theories, methodologies, and/or research data (Sandelowski, 2014).

There is still no consensus about how mixed methods should be treated in a research synthesis. The quantitative component of these studies can be included in a meta-analysis, while the qualitative component can be part of the synthesis of qualitative evidence. However, the combined result can cover new areas, including in mixed methods review, and should not be neglected in a research synthesis (Boeije, van Wesel, & Slagt, 2014). The combination of these components (qualitative and quantitative) in the discussion of results and in the research synthesis is still rare, but there already have been suggested ways to apply the synthesis of mixed research methods, with potential strength and weakness for its implementation (Heyvaert, Maes, & Onghena, 2013).

The idea of triangulation arose with the intent to validate the results through the combination of different methods, aiming to verify the exactness and stability of observations. Initially, triangulation was conceived as a procedure to verify a hypothesis, in function of the corroboration of results obtained from different methodologies (Flick, 1992). The recent developments in qualitative approaches have allowed the reconsideration of triangulation, not only as a comparison criterion, but also as a research alternative in psychology, with rigor, amplitude, and depth (Apostolidis, 2006).

There are many techniques for qualitative data analysis which reinforce the use of methods and data triangulation for better understanding of phenomena in psychology (Leech & Onwueghuzie, 2007). Methods triangulation is considered as the employment of multiple methodologies to gather and analyze data from the same phenomenon, and data triangulation as the evaluation of different populations in order to obtain multiple perspectives and validate the data (Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCenso, Blythe, & Neville, 2014). Yet a theoretical triangulation could be used to explore a mechanism which facilitate or restrict agency, as well as forces and conditions that create or maintain unbalance among those involved in a researched phenomenon (Pitre & Kushner, 2015).

Despite its dissemination, there are still few guidelines (protocols) about the operationalization of triangulation, providing an opportunity for researchers to develop, implement, and reflect upon triangulation alternatives (Farmer, Robinson, Elliott, & Eyles, 2006). Thus, besides discussing qualitative versus quantitative research, it is up to the researcher to decide a “theoretical-methodological approach that allows, within minimum time period, to reach a result that better contributes to the understanding of the phenomenon and to the improvement of social welfare” (Günther, 2006).

This work, by means of methods and data triangulation based on content analysis, demonstrated the viability of integrating studies with different methodological characteristics, which might not have been comparable from a quantitative standpoint. The proposed qualitative meta-synthesis allowed extraction of the main themes and proposal of a meta-model to understand better the direction of results. With results herein obtained, we can now discuss how systemic psychology in Latin America contrasts with global research. The proposed meta-model showed that it dialogs adequately with a review of research results about the efficacy of systemic psychology models between 1986-95 (Sandberg et al., 1997). This review related specific modalities in certain treatments of disorders and updated a graphical meta-model of systemic psychology originally proposed (Gurman, Kniskern, & Pinsof, 1986), with implications for clinical practice and research.

Besides, the proposed meta-model is aligned with the search of systemic psychology for the best possible treatment for each individual, from a certain therapy which presents results and is efficient in terms of cost-benefit (Singh, 2014). For this, multiple data sources and research methods, mainly qualitative, should be applied to generate a therapy rich specification and to assure that the prescribed practices
are consistent with the systemic approach (Pote, Stratton, Cottrell, Shapiro, & Boston, 2003).

In contrast with criteria that only identify treatments “that work”, the guidelines (protocols) in systemic psychology should be classified in an evidence-based model in three levels: “informed by evidence”; “based on evidence”; and “based on evidence and ready for disclosure and intervention in different settings and communities”. Each level reflects an interaction among intervention specificity, results intensity and consistency, and the quality of studies that constitute the evidence (Sexton et al., 2011).

Obviously, the results of this study, including the meta-model herein proposed, still lack these recommended proofs by evidence-based psychology. Its main value is in the proposition of a reference for comparison in this research and in future studies. Thus, findings can be contrasted and discussed in light of global research.

In this sense, a recent work examined the repercussions of several transformations and new forms in the production of scientific knowledge in Latin American psychology (Gallegos, Berra, Benito, & López López, 2014), through a retrospective analysis of the evolution of psychology in Latin America. The researched concluded that, neither the psychology in Latin America failed to connect with the issues defined at international level, nor all themes had the same development in the region. At the same time, the progressive professionalization of psychology in Latin America cannot be seen as a mere extension of academic development, because different social demands have modeled the performance profile (Gallegos et al., 2014).

Another recent study also examined the scientific literature in psychology, based on bibliometric indicators for the period 2003-2008 (García-Martínez, Guerrero-Bote, & Moya-Anegón, 2012). The analysis was performed by country, by research institution, and scientific journal, using the Scopus database from Elsevier. This study identified the 40 most productive countries with publications in the field of psychology (García-Martínez et al., 2012), which produced more than 98% of all production in psychology during the period. These 40 countries were divided into four groups according to production, thematic specialization, normalized citation, and percentage variation of bibliometric indicators. The study found that Brazil and Colombia were among the fastest growing countries in the production, despite not being at the top of the production, and were in the group with the largest number of countries, accounting for 10.37% of all production in psychology for 2003-2008, and 5.83% of the total number of citations (García-Martínez et al., 2012).

Finally, a study of knowledge paths between scientific disciplines is highlighted, based on data from the Web of Science, about citations between categories of subjects (Yan, 2014). The study concluded that the knowledge flow is easier from social sciences to sciences (life and biomedicine, physics, and technology) than in the opposite direction, which is attributed to the fact that the majority of the social sciences are more independent and primarily cite their own publications. Even among social sciences disciplines, the path is longer because they are more self-contained and less unified in comparison with the other science disciplines. From this, it follows obviously that the flow of knowledge from and to the social sciences is less fluid than among sciences disciplines, which access other domains more easily (Yan, 2014).

Moreover, the study identified that the majority (60%) of the paths between two disciplines of social sciences go through another intermediate discipline, that is, only the minority of paths have direct interdisciplinary exchanges (Yan, 2014). Figure 3 shows a map of knowledge flows between disciplines of the social sciences in the Web of Science. The backbone of the social sciences is evident. The flow of knowledge from other disciplines of social sciences is facilitated by this backbone of knowledge paths (Yan, 2014), where systemic psychology can be identified associated with family studies.

In short, this study was grounded in the interdisciplinarity of systemic perspective and sought a transdisciplinary synthesis. The resulting 18 key-concepts harmonically dialogue with the themes of global research, with some specificity of the phenomena, but are also well aligned with issues of clinical psychology and social work, in tune with the overall trend of the family studies (figure 3). The analysis of the 18 key-concepts, individually and together, allows a meta-synthesis of the systemic approach of psychology, including through a proposal of a meta-model for the understanding of this scientific approach.

As stated in the introduction, systemic psychology models and studies the phenomena through structures, which are subject to processes of autopoiesis (self-organization) and habitus (self-regulation), to take account of interactions with the environment by means of language, conveying meanings expressed in an observable behavior. All these aspects were captured in the proposed model, which was described previously.

Finally, the potential limitations and bias of this study must be considered. First, the research focus was purposely narrow, which might have introduced a bias in relation to systemic thinking, which has a larger scope. Moreover, the search was restricted to two databases, focusing in the areas of psychology and family studies. As the topic is inherently interdisciplinary, not all the production on systemic theory is in the field of psychology and in journals exclusive to the area. Therefore, potentially relevant studies may not have been included in the sample evaluated.

There is no potential conflict of interest in relation to the research and the findings.

**Final Considerations**

This work presents a methods and data triangulation proposal to synthesize and discuss the available knowledge in the scientific literature about systemic psychology research in Latin America. The possibility of constructing and proposing a meta-model from the findings facilitates possible initiatives for its replication, which sets a benchmark for future comparisons. In addition, this meta-model can serve future objectives to analyze phenomena with different methodologies, in the light of the systemic psychology approach.
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